Spindrift Bluffs
in Del Mar
SPINDRIFT BLUFFS
Model: 1-RESOLUTE
Area: 1143  B/T Code: SDB
Approximate SQ/FT: ?

SPINDRIFT BLUFFS
Model: 2-DEFENDER
Area: 1143  B/T Code: SDB
Approximate SQ/FT: ?
SPINDRIFT BLUFFS
Model: 3-AMERICA
Area: 1143  B/T Code: SDB
Approximate SQ/FT: ?

SPINDRIFT BLUFFS
Model: 4-LIBERTY
Area: 1143  B/T Code: SDB
Approximate SQ/FT: ?
SPINDRIFT BLUFFS

Site Plan  - B/T: SDB
Caution: There may be additions or changes to these site plans

CAUTION:
The builder may have made changes to these site plans and there may be more phases. We DO NOT make any warranty as to their accuracy.